Abstract. In this paper, we prove that, when the ne structure constant is small enough, the energy of the \ground state" of the Dirac-Fock model can be obtained by a nonlinear max-min principle.
1. The Dirac-Fock model. In 6] we proved that solutions of Dirac-Fock equations converge, in a certain sense, towards solutions of the Hartree-Fock equations when the speed of light tends to in nity. This limiting process allowed us to de ne a notion of ground state for the Dirac-Fock equations, valid when the ne structure constant is small enough. In the present paper we show, as a consequence of our results in 6] , that the energy of this ground state can be de ned as a max-min level. We hope that this new characterization will 
Let us consider a system of N electrons coupled to a xed nuclear density Z , where Z > 0 is the total number of protons and is a probability measure de ned on IR 3 Here, > 0 is a dimensionless constant called the ne structure constant. Its physical value is close to 1 137 , but in this paper will be a \small" parameter. 
We have denoted the complex line vector whose components are the conjugates of those of a complex (column) vector , and 1 2 is the inner product of two complex (column) vectors 1 , 2 . The n n matrix Gram The de nition of a ground state is not easy : the DF functional is not bounded from below. This fact is at the origin of serious di culties in the numerical implementation, as well as the interpretation, of the DF equations (see 4] and the references therein). One way to deal with this problem, is to restrict the energy functional to the space ( + E) N , + being the projector on the space of positive states of a perturbed Dirac operator H 0 + 3, 14, 12, 15]. The associated Euler-Lagrange equations are the \projected" Dirac-Fock equations + H + k = k k : (4) The di culty here is in the choice of the projector. Note that, in the case k > 0, the \unprojected" (DF) equations can be written
Here, + is the \self-consistent" projector on the positive spectral space of H . Numerical computations with various choices of projectors, and comparisons with experimental data, show that this self-consistent projector is the best choice (see e.g. 7, 11]). In fact, when + in (4) is not equal to + , the eigenvalues " k and the total energy E( ) are underestimated (see 9] for an theoretical explanation based on perturbation theory). In 12] Mittleman derived the DF equations with \self-consistent projector" (5), from a variational procedure applied to a QED Hamiltonian in Fock space, followed by the standard Hartree-Fock approximation. More precisely, let + = (0;1) (H 0 + ), let be a minimizer of the DF energy in the projected space ( + E) N under normalization constraints, and let E( ) := E( ). Mittleman showed that the stationarity of E( ) with respect to implies that + is the self-consistent projector associated to . His arguments are formal. One of our motivations in the present work, is to present a rigorous max-min method related to Mittelman's ideas.
In 5] and 13], under some assumptions on , N and Z, an in nite sequence ( j ) j 0 of solutions of (DF) was found. The assumptions in 13] cover all existing atoms. In 6], we were able to prove that, for small enough, the rst solution 0 can be viewed as an electronic ground state for the Dirac-Fock equations in the following sense: it minimizes the DiracFock energy among all electronic con gurations which are orthogonal to the \Dirac sea". 
